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The majority of the essays and creative work collected here began life as conference papers 
delivered at AASG@Sydney: Life in the Anthropocene,1 co-hosted by AASG and HARN 
(Human Animal Research Network) at the University of Sydney, in July 2013.  With over 200 
delegates, six keynotes and three writers in residence, the conference (like the four before it) 
managed to showcase the diversity embedded in this emergent field of study, a diversity also 
reflected in this selection of papers in their literary, filmic, historical and zoological formations.  
Meera Atkinson’s contribution to this edition, ‘A Suite of Creatures’, is an assembly of 
poetic interventions and engagements with some of the conference papers delivered over the 
three days and reading it reminds us of both the fabulous individual presentations and the range 
of disciplinary voices as a whole. With the generous support of Voiceless: the animal protection 
institute, we were extremely fortunate to have Meera Atkinson as one of our writers in 
residence, along with Olga Kotnowska and Liana Christensen.  Meera, Olga and Liana made 
vital and original contributions to the conference, not least through their posts to the 
Animals + Writing Blog, created as a forum for engagement between the writers in residence, 
delegates and the public leading up to and during the conference.  As well as the blog, there 
was the wall of Zoo Haiku; delegates were inspired to write (and sometimes, in the coffee 
                                                     
 
 
1 We would like to take this opportunity to thank the rest of the (best) organising committee – 
in alphabetical order: Celeste Black, Madeleine Boyd, Matthew Chrulew, Agata Mrva-Montoya, 
Nikki Savvides, Barry Spurr and Dinesh Wadiwel.  Thanks also to Natalie Edwards for her work 
on the Animals + Writing events. 
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queue, we admit that delegates were gently cajoled into writing) their own haikus which were 
then sticky-taped on a wall for all to read during the breaks.   Creative writing has always played 
an important role in the development of the field of animal studies, and the work of the writers 
in residence confirmed this but also extended the effectiveness of literary interventions beyond 
traditional boundaries.  Here, Atkinson’s ‘A Suite of Creatures’ does poetic/critical 
reconnaissance work, engaging directly with conference presentations.  Her work echoes, 
extends and re-imagines the life worlds of animals who speak back to human preoccupations, 
such as the silvery gibbons who ‘taken as pets, need ethnographic methods’ and the 
Philosopher’s cat who ‘always has the last word, concluding with a sigh and a philosophical flick 
of the tail’, or who speaks with humans ‘with/the air/ of shared breath’.  Atkinson’s work 
addresses disciplinary methods, modes of address, as well as human and animal 
(mis)communications and (dis)connections. 
Claire Henry’s essay interrogates an ongoing fascination with the work and life of 
Temple Grandin.  Grandin rose to prominence for her design of more humane livestock 
handling processes in the US cattle industry, and for her books and public speaking on autism.  
Henry’s essay unpacks the ways that screen representations of Grandin (including ‘Stairway to 
Heaven’ (Errol Morris, 2001), the BBC’s Horizon episode ‘The Woman Who Thinks Like a 
Cow’ (Emma Sutton, 2006), and the HBO Films biopic Temple Grandin (Mick Jackson, 2010), 
suggest that the model of empathy on offer to viewers is circumscribed by Grandin’s approaches 
to animal welfare.  Henry finds that these screen depictions of Grandin constitute an ‘ambiguous 
use of Grandin as an access point for understanding and responding ethically to cattle’s needs 
and interests’ and she goes on to identify and contextualise how the films introduce specific 
‘mitigating factors and techniques which put the spectator at ethical ease with the existence and 
operations of factory farms’.  Henry’s discussion of the Grandin effect highlights the ambiguous 
role that empathy can play in human-animal relations; once empathy is mobilized it can also be 
steered away from touchy subjects, towards more palatable, less demanding concerns.  
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 Rick De Vos’ essay ‘Stripes Faded, Barking Silenced: Remembering Quagga’ traces the 
extinction of the quagga in the nineteenth century and various attempts to ‘erase and redeem 
their extinction’ in the form of the ‘Quagga Project’; the selective ‘re-breeding’ of quaggas (or 
quagga-like zebras) from Plains zebras.  De Vos contextualizes this contemporary project to 
‘reverse extinction’ as part of the colonial traditions which hastened their demise in the first 
place: ‘Plains zebras that look like quaggas function collectively as a living cabinet, attempting to 
both act as reference and redeem an act of wrongdoing’.  Breeding ‘quaggas’ back into the 
landscape of the Karoo is, for De Vos, intimately complicit with the need to not see or face the 
violence of extinction in the first place.   
Donning his weathered zoologist’s hat, Dan Lunney surveys the scope of living beings in 
evidence at the conference and provides a gentle critique of the implicit classifications that 
currently define the field of inquiry.   In revealing the preference of Animal Studies scholars for 
large iconic mammals he points to the diversity of life that remains beyond the boundaries of the 
humanities-based studies of animals, and ponders what the implications of this yawning absence 
are for the broader aims and practices of wildlife management. In a personal reflection he 
describes why the extension into Animal Studies of the cultural invisibility of small, silent or 
even ‘ugly’ animals, and the lack of zoological specificity amongst its practitioners, should 
trouble those amongst who seek to engage with, and have a beneficial impact upon, different 
disciplinary audiences.  Acknowledging that any system of naming and classification is inherently 
political, his point is that Animal Studies can make a better contribution to protecting and 
maintaining biodiversity if we are mindful of the means by which science and culture interact in 
shaping our attention to the plight of other species.  For Lunney, there is always a question of 
which others and why those others that Animal Studies needs to attend to.   
Joshua Lobb’s two-fold narrative ‘The Flight of Birds’ offers a poignant reflection on the 
roles of animals in story.  In Lobb's almost cinematic creative work the birds are at once 
traditional mirrors of human concerns and characters in their own right; their own avian 
freedom is resituated at the heart of a narrative where, ultimately, death meets life.   
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The edition also includes scholarly reviews of several recent publications: Barbara Creed 
reviews Animal Death, edited by Jay Johnston and Fiona Probyn-Rapsey; Sascha Morrell writes 
on Among Animals: The Lives of Animals and Humans in Contemporary Short Fiction edited by 
John Yunker;  Jane Lymer reviews The Eye of the Crocodile, a posthumous collection of essays 
by Val Plumwood edited by Lorraine Shannon, and Sally Borrell reviews A New Zealand Book 
of Beasts: Animals in Our Culture, History and Everyday Life, by Annie Potts, Philip Armstrong 
and Deidre Brown. 
The works that follow, drawn both from conference proceedings and external 
contributions, contain varied and insightful reflections on species relations in the time of the 
Anthropocene. 
 
 
